Letter from Tom Fise, AOPA Executive Director

JANUARY 2012

A Topic AOPA Is Working On That Is Important to the
Future of Your Business

Nipping CMS Overreach in the Bud Is What AOPA Is Here For OR
Why Should Two Duplicative Labeling Regulations Apply to O&P?

The Core of the Issue
Give an inch – take a mile. It’s an old adage that’s been around
forever. It too often applies to the government. A recent example
of an AOPA suspected overreach by the PDAC Region 4 of CMS
involves the announced February 1, 2012 effective date requiring
permanent labeling of any devices submitted for the coding
verification process. The label must have the manufacturer’s
name, product name and model number affixed to all products
that require a sample product to be submitted to the PDAC.
In the opinion of AOPA’s legal counsel, it is clear that Congress
intended FDA to be the exclusive regulator of medical devices
and the exclusive implementer of a unique device identifier (UDI)
system. When Congress addressed federal regulatory authority
over medical devices Congress understood and intended that FDA
would exercise that authority. The Secretary of Health and Human
Services (HHS) had already delegated to FDA the authority to
administer the Food Drug and Cosmetic Act.

Almost every day another local,
state or federal regulation targets
the business community, especially
health care providers.
Why Is It Important To You?
It’s also the opinion of AOPA’s legal counsel that the PDAC
requirement would frustrate the effort being developed by the
Food and Drug Administration that there be a single national
system of unique device identifiers. It would create unnecessary
burdens on device manufacturers, medical providers, and
government agencies and others that maintain device-related
databases. It also would provide no information not provided by
FDA’s system. In light of Congress’s grant of authority to FDA to
regulate device labeling and the enactment of specific legislation
in 2007 directing FDA to create a UDI system, PDAC should
refrain from implementing its own separate device-identification
requirement and, instead, defer to FDA’s UDI system. Once FDA’s
system is in place, it will serve the purpose that PDAC seeks to
serve and many additional important purposes as well.

Almost every day another local, state or federal regulation
targets the business community, especially health care
providers. The new Affordable Care Act has a series of new
regulation implementation dates all of its own that will impact
O&P providers and suppliers. So at some point business has to
say, “stop, we’re not going to take it any more.”
That’s AOPA’s job – to stand up to unnecessary regulation at the
federal level so you can do your job in providing patient care
or as supplier – providing the products and support that make
quality care possible. The PDAC labeling mandate will affect
both supplier members and patient care facilities as another
recordkeeping, time wasting burden that is unnecessary and
that will ultimately be duplicative of the unique device identifier
system FDA will require.
(Continued on page 2)
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What Is AOPA Doing About This?

articulated by its PDAC contractor on September 22 of any
statements mandated to be affixed to the specific medical
devices, in advance of the originally stated effective date of
February 1, 2012.”

Upon learning of the September 22, 2011 PDAC device labeling
announcement AOPA conducted a quick survey of manufacturer
members and spoke by phone with several to get a sense of
the impact and to gauge the significance of the issue. AOPA’s
Executive Committee met and agreed to a strategy that would
first assess whether PDAC had authority to impose labeling
requirements by seeking two separate legal opinions from FDA
legal experts.

That’s the first step. AOPA is awaiting a response from CMS
to determine what further steps may be necessary. It may
be wishful thinking to imagine AOPA can get CMS to alter a
published policy on relatively short notice. But it’s the old try,
try and try again spirit that eventually bears success. If nothing
else, AOPA may encourage CMS in the future to test the waters
with industry knowledgeable experts before embarking on
questionable activities.

The Williams and Connolly law firm opinion authored by the
former Chief Counsel to the Food and Drug Administration,
Richard Cooper, and another authored by Foley Hoag partner,
Thomas Barker, formerly general counsel to the Department
of Health & Human Services related to CMS/Medicare issues,
concurred that FDA has the sole authority to regulate medical
device labeling.

Very truly yours,

Thomas F. Fise, JD
AOPA Executive Director

The AOPA cover letter transmitting the legal opinions to
Laurence Wilson of CMS stated, “Based on these two analyses
it seems clear that CMS needs to withdraw the requirement
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A TOPIC AOPA IS WORKING ON THAT IS IMPORTANT TO THE
FUTURE OF YOUR BUSINESS

Making Sure that Orthotics and Prosthetics Are Included in the
Essential Health Benefits Package Under Health Care Reform
The Core of the Issue:
Because of the tortured manner in which the Health Care Reform
Law was enacted a little over a year ago, it is less than 100%
certain that benefits for orthotics and prosthetics will be included
in the regulations that the Secretary of Health and Human
Services (HHS) will be promulgating later this year defining
what services are included among the essential health benefits
package. The bill that was passed by the House, in November
2009, was very clear—the health benefits package would explicitly
include orthotics and prosthetics. However, the Senate wrote its
own bill language—different from the House—which was enacted
in December 2009. The Senate law made no explicit mention
of orthotics or prosthetics, instead stating that rehabilitative and
habilitative services would be included in the essential health
benefits package. Senate health staffers who helped write the
law said, “oh yes, of course, rehabilitative and habilitative services
includes orthotics and prosthetics.” Well, as you will recall,
then Senator Scott Brown was elected in January 2010, and the
Democrats lost their veto-proof margin in the Senate. Since no
further votes could be taken in the Senate, the bill the House had
enacted went away and the House Democratic majority adopted
the Senate bill [making some modest revisions subsequently in a
separate budget reconciliation bill, which the Senate could enact
without filibuster (hence no 60-vote margin needed)].

Why Is It Important to You?
If the Secretary of HHS were to enact regulations that do not
explicitly define the legislation’s words “rehabilitative and
habilitative services” to include orthotics and prosthetics, and
therefore orthotics and prosthetics are not included in the
essential health benefits package, private insurers offering
coverage in health insurance exchanges and elsewhere under
the federal law would be free to completely exclude O&P
benefits from that coverage. Payments for our services might
be completely dependent on the non-insurance resources of our
patients. If we are successful in having orthotics and prosthetics
included in the essential health benefits package, it could go
a long way to providing the assurance we are currently lacking
on the Medicaid front. Here’s why. When the Medicaid law
was enacted decades ago, O&P services were not defined
as a mandatory Medicaid benefit. Each state gets to decide
individually. Since what’s included in the essential health benefits
package could become the federal benchmark for all coverages,
O&P’s inclusion could be seen as making O&P mandatory for any
federally-supported state Medicaid benefits as well.

“If ... regulations ... do not explicitly define
the legislation’s words “rehabilitative and
habilitative services” to include orthotics
and prosthetics, ... private insurers offering
coverage ... under the federal law would be
free to completely exclude O&P benefits
from that coverage.”

What Is AOPA Doing About This?
The law directed, and HHS has indicated that the criteria it
will use for what’s included in the essential health benefits
package will be twofold: (1) how prevalent is the coverage in
the plans of private employer plans; and (2) how expensive is
it to provide the coverage. In late 2010, HHS commissioned
the Institute of Medicine (IOM) to conduct extensive factfinding and help advise HHS in writing the regulations. AOPA
provided a comprehensive package of materials to the IOM
supporting O&P inclusion.
AOPA’s central message has been that it was always intended
that O&P be included as was clearly stated in the House
version of the Affordable Care Act. However, the Senate
version was signed into law and left defining essential benefits
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A Topic AopA is Working on ThAT is imporTAnT To The
FuTure oF Your Business

Joint Amputee Coalition/AOPA Cost Effectiveness Study
Could Buttress O&P’s Value Claims in an Adverse
Health Care Environment

The Core of the Issue
While we all know the tremendous value in enhancing mobility
and restoring the quality of life for our patients’ lives that accrues
as a result of quality O&P care, no one, to date, has been
successful in quantifying that benefit. We are fast moving into an
environment that is likely to be controlled by consumer-driven
health care, more so than by employer plans or even government
decisions. Whether via private or government sector, more and
more consumers will be allotted a fixed number of dollars with
which to acquire their healthcare, and they will be looking for
demonstrated cost effectiveness as they determine what to leave
in, and what to leave out.

Taking the easiest example, all individuals in the database who
have received an amputation will be flagged, and every health
care encounter (and cost) they incur over the remainder of the
three years will be analyzed. Those amputees will immediately
be segregated into two subsets—those whose records indicate
that they received prosthetic care, and those that did not. Then
the health care experiences of these patients will be tracked
and compared. Dobson-DaVanzo will be able to track a wealth
of factors: obviously, which patients had the higher total health
care expenditures, but also, were there differences between
states that had licensure statutes, parity statutes, generous vs.
paltry Medicaid programs and many others. It will give us at
least some preliminary guidance as to whether the volume/cost

The Dobson-DaVanzo cost effectiveness study is dramatically important to
everyone in the O&P business, because
unless we can show solid economic
evidence of cost effectiveness, the
future of your business is in jeopardy.

That’s why the O&P cost effectiveness study that the Amputee
Coalition and AOPA have commissioned could prove so very
important to the future of your business. The two non-profits
have engaged a recognized expert in mining hard data to
answer, in economic terms, the question: are patients who
receive O&P care better off, not just in quality of life, but
financially better off, than similarly situated patients who do
not receive orthotic and/or prosthetic care? The research team
from Dobson-DaVanzo, headed by long-time, well-known health
economics specialist Al Dobson, has devised a unique approach
to quantify this issue. They have received special permission
from Medicare to delve into the detailed records for each and
every health care encounter for a select group of Medicare
beneficiaries over a three-year period. Specific “trigger” O&P
codes have been identified which indicate eligibility for O&P
care, for example, an amputation, a stroke or other medical
condition where mobility limitations are very likely to ensue.

of services attributable to specific patients is greater or less
when care is initiated in the O&P facility, as opposed to in the
physician’s office, pharmacy or other site of service. The Amputee
Coalition has staked its reputation as a patient advocacy voice on
the value of the study, and AOPA has committed nearly $100,000
to underwrite the costs of the study.

Why Is It Important to You?
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Joint Amputee Coalition/AOPA
Cost Effectiveness Study
Could Buttress O&P’s Value
Claims in an Adverse Health Care
Environment

In economic times that are demanding wholesale cuts in
government and private sector benefit plans, there is an
increasing emphasis on value. Pay for performance, accountable
care organizations, comparative effectiveness studies, cost
effectiveness—choose what terminology you prefer. But if you
can’t demonstrate that the services you provide are delivering
value, cost effective value, to your patients, you are probably
going to be left behind.
(Continued on page 2)
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LETTER FROM TOM FISE, AOPA EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

A TOPIC AOPA IS WORKING ON THAT IS IMPORTANT TO THE
FUTURE OF YOUR BUSINESS

Aggressively Intervening in States to Counter Moves to Eliminate
Coverage for Orthotics and/or Prosthetics to Medicaid Beneficiaries

The Core of the Issue:
Deteriorating economic conditions have reduced state tax
revenues, triggering state budget problems that have put
the major squeeze on state budgets,. In turn, in several
states Medicaid is one of the key areas that Governors and
legislatures are targeting for savings. Medicaid represents a
large portion of state expenditures, and assuming that the
federal health care reform law is implemented in 2014, it is
likely to double the number of Medicaid beneficiaries on state
rolls. Multiple states have enacted, or are considering bills
to eliminate orthotic and prosthetic coverage for Medicaid
beneficiaries over the age of 21. Other states are considering
broader reforms—shifting all Medicaid to managed care, and
there are federal proposals to shift Medicaid to block grants
with no parameters on what care needs to be included. All of
these options threaten O&P businesses and the patients we
serve.

Why Is It Important to You?
If Medicaid stops paying for orthotics and prosthetics, it would
hurt the bottom line of most O&P businesses! Medicaid is
typically considered the “low-pay” end of the payment scale
(although interestingly, some recent AOPA-collected data
shows several instances where, in specific states, Medicaid is
paying more than Medicare for some selected services). There
may be some folks who would not consider the loss of these
payments as major, but we’re betting that’s the minority.

What Is AOPA Doing About This?
AOPA has been working very hard, both on the ground
locally in states where these efforts are underway, and more
broadly as a national initiative. AOPA has coordinated with
local O&P leaders in Arizona, Nevada and Minnesota. We
have used our PR contacts, placed newspaper ads, assisted
with getting articles into newspapers, and in Nevada even
placing a billboard urging protection for O&P patients. As the
issue has gotten broader nationwide, AOPA has committed
to a strong national message to underscore the devastating
real-world impact these proposed Medicaid cuts impose on
individual patients with limb loss or chronic limb impairment.
Last month, we launched a new public service announcement
on TV stations around the country that brings home the

message of the lost mobility. We hope that it hammers home
to ordinary citizens the message, “I knew the economy is bad,
and that our states have been in serious budgetary crisis…I
just didn’t know that things have gotten SO BAD that states
are talking about taking artificial limbs away from amputees!”
The ad, which was funded by AOPA and released jointly by
AOPA and the Amputee Coalition, is now posted on the AOPA
website, and will hopefully be picked up in placements by
major cable channels across the country. You can view it now
by clicking through to (insert). Folks who respond are directed
to the opportunity to send a letter to their state and federal
legislators, urging them to act to protect these vulnerable
patients with mobility impairments.

The Bottom Line:
So far, we have seen efforts to cut Medicaid payments to O&P
patients withdrawn in Nevada and Minnesota. In Arizona, the
legislature enacted a new statute to eliminate payment for: (a)
orthotics for Medicaid beneficiaries over the age of 21; and (b)
eliminate payment for microprocessor prosthetics for Medicaid
beneficiaries. In Arizona, we continue to support a strategic
effort to repeal their statute. Meanwhile, our TV PSA has
seeded plenty of grass roots communications to legislators, the
magnitude of which we are still compiling.

In closing, carrying forward the fight to assure that states don’t
cut Medicaid payments for O&P patients is one of the many
ways AOPA has allocated the resources provided by your dues
investment to try to protect the the vital efforts of O&P for our
members and their patients. We’re proud to fight these battles
every day, and we work very hard to win the cause for you—it’s
the right thing to do!
Very truly yours,

Thomas F. Fise, JD
AOPA Executive Director
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A TOPIC AOPA IS WORKING ON THAT IS IMPORTANT TO THE
FUTURE OF YOUR BUSINESS

Making Sure That Orthotics and Prosthetics Are Known to
Policy Makers, the Public and our Patients

“If … O&P is not deemed an essential
health benefit, our providers might not
be paid by some insurers. That’s why
your resources are being directed to a
significant public relations effort.”

What Is AOPA Doing About This?
Why Is It Important to You?
O&P patient care facilities or manufacturers seldom have
sufficient resources or expertise to mount their own public
awareness, education or branding campaign. Our field has
been known more for its success record in restoring mobility
and returning patients to a productive life than for our ability
to launch meaningful marketing or public relations campaigns.
Yet, continued failure to distinguish ourselves as among the truly
unique providers of care that leaves almost every patient better
than we found them, jeopardizes our ability to deliver that care
in the ever more convoluted health care environment in which
we operate today – and tomorrow. Our ability to influence how
our field is reimbursed for delivering this care will in part depend
on how well we present our position and how well we are
recognized for our value.

Aggressively Intervening in States
to Counter Moves to Eliminate
Coverage for Orthotics and/or
Prosthetics to Medicaid
Beneﬁciaries
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A Topic AopA is Working on ThAT is imporTAnT To The
FuTure oF Your Business

Making Sure the IRS and the Department of Treasury Exempts
O&P Patient Care Facilities and Manufacturers from the
2.3 percent Medical Device Excise Tax

The Core of the Issue
The Affordable Care Act imposes a 2.3 percent excise tax
on the value of medical devices to help pay the costs of the
new healthcare reform law. Unclear is whether it applies to
manufacturers, patient care facilities, both or neither. If it applies
only to manufacturers, then prices of devices will increase so
manufacturers can recoup their cost. If it applies only to providers,
then a mountain of paperwork will be imposed on patient care
facilities. Reimbursements would shrink, attributable to this, as well
as to a completely separate component of the Affordable Care Act
which will operate to reduce your annual CPI increases by 1% or so
in the name of so-called productivity adjustments each year – it will
most certainly add new costs that are not reimbursed. If it applies
to both, then the nightmare expands dramatically.

Why Is It Important To You?
This tax carries the threat of increasing the costs of traditional
manufacturers, patient care facilities, or both by 2.3 percent
starting in January, 2013. That’s a very formidable chunk of your
bottom line, and in today’s environment, there is no assurance
that you’ll be able to simply load this added cost onto the price
of your products.
According to the Department of Treasury and IRS, which
are enforcing the tax: “Under the provision, a tax equal to 2.3
percent of the sale price is imposed on the sale of
any taxable medical device by the manufacturer, producer,
or importer of such device. A taxable medical device is any
device, defined in section 201(h) of the Federal Food, Drug,
and Cosmetic Act, intended for humans. The excise tax does
not apply to eyeglasses, contact lenses, hearing aids, and any
other medical device determined by the Secretary to be of a
type that is generally purchased by the general public at retail
for individual use. The Secretary may determine that a specific
medical device is exempt under the provision “if the device
is generally sold at retail establishments (including over the
internet) to individuals for their personal use.”
Bottom line—the medical device excise tax is bound to
affect your ability to continue delivering quality patient care.
It’s hard to do a good job if you’re not paid for it. And forget
about any profit!

Bottom line—the medical device excise
tax is bound to affect your ability to
continue delivering quality patient care.
It’s hard to do a good job if you’re not
paid for it. And forget about any profit!

What Is AOPA Doing
About This?
The devil is always in the details
and the language of the new law is
vague as to whether O&P devices
will be exempt or subject to the tax.
There are two general categories of
potential exemptions: (1) devices sold
directly to a purchaser who uses the
device for “further manufacture,” i.e.
Treasury will wait to collect the tax
until farther down the “manufacturing
chain” when the total value of the
device, and therefore the total tax, will be higher; and (2) the
so-called retail exemption, i.e., “…any other medical device
determined by the Secretary to be of a type that is generally
purchased by the general public at retail for individual use.”
AOPA has studied the law carefully and believes that O&P
suppliers, manufacturers and patient care facilities qualify for
the same exemption that applies to opticians and hearing aid
dispensers. These providers supply eyeglass/contact lenses and
hearing aids respectively directly to consumers at retail for their
individual use. The fact that O&P devices are external medical
devices used to improve or maintain the function of a part of an
individual’s body in accordance with a physician’s prescription
further supports AOPA’s claim for exemption.
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Few people beyond O&P’s patient base know or understand
what we do, why we do it and what difference it makes in the
quality of life our patients experience. It’s important to convey
the message clearly and with passion because we are such a
small piece of the health care pie. O&P Medicare expenditures
amount to less than one quarter of one percent of total Medicare
spending. There are fewer than 3,500 O&P patient care centers.
The total revenue generated at all levels is less than $4 billion.
Yet, we all know how truly significant appropriate O&P treatment
can be to an amputee or those with limb impairment or those
suffering from multiple sclerosis, cerebral palsy or some other
debilitating disease.

JULY 2011

Just last year AOPA and its public relations firm working under
the guidance of the AOPA Promote Committee mounted a print
ad campaign augmented by public service ads in more than
eight national magazines. More than two million readers were
exposed to a series of ads that targeted three objectives: (1)
focusing on the distinctive work done by O&P professionals;
(2) advocacy ads directed at Washington, DC policy makers; (3)
state level advocacy messages for licensure, parity and Medicaid
issues. Leveraging a modest paid ad budget of less than
$50,000 yielded more than a $600,000 value in public service ads
if they had also been paid ads.
2011 is seeing a more heated battle with looming Medicaid
cuts driven by huge budget deficits at the state level. Arizona
passed a law limiting O&P Medicaid services to recipients
21 and under. O&P services to Medicaid beneficiaries over
the age of 21 were also in the budget cutting crosshairs in
Nevada and California. In Nevada AOPA facilitated bringing
the O&P community together to retain a lobbyist. AOPA
provided print ads, editorial materials and purchased a
billboard that depicted a Medicaid patient losing a prosthesis
with a message, “you don’t save money by limiting people’s
mobility.” The materials used in Nevada can easily be
customized to fight this issue in any state.
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A Topic AopA is Working on ThAT is imporTAnT To The
FuTure oF Your Business

Investing In Outcomes /Evidence-Based Research Is Not Only the
Right Thing To Do—It Will Be Salvation for O&P Payments on New
Technologies!

The Core of the Issue
Saying it’s so won’t cut it any more. Payers are demanding
evidence-based research that verifies real outcomes produced by
specific devices and treatment programs that O&P provides. My
October letter to you focused on the first ever, ground breaking,
cost effectiveness research study funded earlier this year by AOPA
through the Amputee Coalition and why it’s important to you.
This initial cost effectiveness study will likely lead us into other
questions of cost effectiveness and quality of care that must be
answered. For example, data shows that a significant percentage
of amputees are not being referred by physicians for prosthetic
care. It’s a question we will definitely want to pursue with more
cost effectiveness research.
Outcomes research is a different inquiry…not solely about what
it costs, but what treatments provide the best results? Does the
new, more expensive technology yield any better, measurable
result from the standpoint of patient health and mobility when
compared with more traditional, less expensive treatments?
We all hope these studies provide conclusive evidence
substantiating patient outcomes. Funding and conducting
evidence-based research must be a top priority so O&P can
preserve an ability to continue as a distinct segment of health care
providers under the new Affordable Care Act.
If you can show improved patient outcomes you have a decent
argument to be paid for a new technology (the possibility, but not
the promise of payment).

Why Is It Important To You?
If you can’t point to evidence of improved patient outcomes,
you won’t get paid. Your products and services are on the
line – firing line that is! Every conceivable aspect of healthcare,
every type of device, every kind of treatment program – will be
subject to scrutiny by payers as never before. Let’s face it, the
health care industry has been turned on its head and there is no
helping hand out there, save our own, to put things right. It’s
up to each of us through AOPA and the other organizations in
O&P to deliver clear and concise evidence that proves not only
do we leave the patients better than they were – but in the long
term we can leave the payers better than they were. Outcomes
evidence-based research and ultimately, evidence-based
practice are the keys to delivering patient and payer benefits
and they must go hand in hand.

What Is AOPA Doing About This?

Every conceivable aspect of
healthcare, every type of device,
every kind of treatment program—will
be subject to scrutiny by payers
as never before.

AOPA has allocated your resources to initially do five things:
(1) directly funded the first O&P cost effectiveness study
mentioned earlier which has been commissioned by the
Amputee Coalition; (2) retained Linchpin, LLC which has
an enviable track record of securing federal funding for
specific research that can document patient outcomes;
(3) through the Center for O&P Learning and Outcomes
Evidence-Based Practice, AOPA has funded seven pilot
research projects that provide the framework for securing
funds for expanded outcomes research;
(Continued on page 2)
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*The September Executive Director Letter was not published in lieu of National Assembly.
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